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Direct numerical simulations have been conducted to study the passage of a turbulent spot through
a shock-induced separation bubble. Localized blowing is used to trip the boundary layer well
upstream of the shock impingement, leading to mature turbulent spots at impingement, with a length
comparable to the length of the separation zone. Interactions are simulated at free stream Mach
numbers of two and four, for isothermal �hot� wall boundary conditions. The core of the spot is seen
to tunnel through the separation bubble, leading to a transient reattachment of the flow. Recovery
times are long due to the influence of the calmed region behind the spot. The propagation speed of
the trailing interface of the spot decreases during the interaction and a substantial increase in the
lateral spreading of the spot was observed. A conceptual model based on the growth of the lateral
shear layer near the wingtips of the spot is used to explain the change in lateral growth rate.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2432158�

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding and prediction of compressible boundary
layer flow physics, including laminar-to-turbulent transition
and shock interactions, is of great importance in the design
of flight vehicles for supersonic and hypersonic speeds. By
itself, transition is difficult to predict and the presence of
shock waves brings additional complexity.

Natural transition in a laminar flow often leads to local-
ized regions of turbulent flow known as turbulent spots
�Emmons1�. The growth and merging of these spots results in
a fully developed turbulent flow field, with the length of the
transition region mainly depending on spot characteristics
such as lateral growth rate and convective speeds of the lead-
ing and trailing edges, as well as on interactions between
spots �Dhawan and Narasimha2�. Schubauer and Klebanoff
et al.3 estimated convective speeds of the front and the rear
interfaces of the spot as 0.88 and 0.50 of the free-stream
velocity, respectively. A detailed review of this type of tran-
sition process was given by Narasimha,4 covering turbulent
spots in a variety of flows and a generalized intermittency
distribution function based on the hypothesis of concentrated
breakdown was developed.

The structure of turbulent spots has been examined in
detail in low speed flows �Schubauer and Klebanoff et al.,3

Wygnanski et al.,5 Seifert and Wygnanski,7 Gutmark and
Blackwelder6�. The basic arrowhead spot structure has a
leading-edge overhang, a turbulent core, and a “calmed” re-
gion behind the spot where fast-moving fluid is directed to-
wards the wall. Laser-Doppler velocity measurements of
Cantwell et al.8 showed strong entrainment of undisturbed
fluid along the outer part of the spot tail and also near the
front overhang, while flow visualizations showed longitudi-
nal structures in the sublayer. Spots are generally assumed to

grow in the lateral direction due to a destabilization of the
surrounding laminar boundary layer �Gad-El-Hak et al.9�.

Narasimha4 reported the influence of pressure gradients
on spot geometry, propagation characteristics, and spreading
rate; an adverse pressure gradient was shown to have a de-
stabilizing effect, while a favorable pressure gradient delays
the transition process. This has been confirmed in later work,
including Katz et al.10 for a favorable pressure gradient
boundary layer and Seifert and Wygnanski,7 who found a
doubling of spot growth rate in a strong adverse pressure
gradient flow. Measurements based on surface heat transfer
Zhong et al.11 also showed a significant increase in spot lat-
eral spreading rates with increasing adverse pressure gradi-
ents, although the growth angles measured in this way are
smaller than those based on velocity measurements.

Data for compressible spots is much more limited. Early
data for the variation of turbulent spot spreading angles with
local Mach number was summarized by Fischer.12 The
spreading angle relative to the wall was seen to remain in-
variant with Mach number M, while the lateral half-
spreading angle decreased sharply from 10–11° to 3° with
increasing Mach number up to M =6. Clark et al.13 measured
the celerities of naturally occurring turbulent spots to study
the effects of compressibility and favorable pressure gradi-
ents. Their estimated lateral half-spreading angle at M
=1.32 was 6°, already well below the 9.9° measured in the
same rig at M =0.24. More recent boundary layer transition
measurements by Mee14 in hypervelocity flows �Mach 6�
also showed that turbulent spots grow with a much lower
lateral spreading angle than at low Mach numbers.

In aerodynamic configurations like ramps �compression
corners� and supersonic intakes, significant shock/boundary-
layer interactions can occur. If the interacting boundary layer
is transitional, this may result in a highly unsteady and com-
plex flow field. Forced instability waves have been consid-
ered in the work of Pagella et al.15 Here we consider directa�Electronic mail: n.sandham@soton.ac.uk
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numerical simulation �DNS� of the dynamics of a mature
turbulent spot interacting with a separation bubble arising
from impingement of an oblique shock wave. The mutual
interaction effects are strong, including bubble collapse and a
sharp increase in spot lateral spreading rate. The results are
used to discuss a simplified mechanism of lateral spot growth
rate, which parameterizes the spot growth rate with proper-
ties of the lateral laminar-turbulent interface.

II. NUMERICAL APPROACH

A. Governing equations

The nondimensional Navier-Stokes �N-S� equations that
govern the unsteady, compressible flows in Cartesian coordi-
nates are
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The temperature is given by
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The equation of state can be written as
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The nondimensional parameters governing the flow are
Reynolds number Re=�r

*ur
*�r

* /�r
*; the Mach number

M =ur
* /��R*Tr

*; the ratio of specific heats �=cp
* /cv

*; and the
Prandtl number Pr=cp

*�* /k*, which is set to 0.72. The varia-
tion of the dynamic viscosity with temperature is accounted
for by using a power law ��* /�r

*= �T* /Tr
*��� with a constant

� value of 2/3. In the above expressions the subscript r de-
notes a reference value and asterisks �*� represent dimen-
sional variables.

B. Entropy-splitting

The governing equations are solved using a stable high-
order scheme in which an entropy splitting is applied to the
Euler terms. The method is formulated as a system of hyper-
bolic conservation equations

ut + fx = 0, �7�

where u and f are column vectors. Applying the entropy
variable transformation using the split high-order entropy
conserving scheme of Gerritsen and Olsson16 gives

uwwt + fwwx = 0. �8�

The final split form can be written as

�
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where ���−1� is a splitting parameter, chosen as �=4.0
here. The original unsplit conservative form can be recov-
ered as �→�.

The spatial discretization is carried out using a fourth-
order central-difference scheme while the time integration
uses a third-order Runge-Kutta method. A stable boundary
scheme of Carpenter et al.,17 along with a Laplacian formu-
lation of the viscous and heat conduction terms from
Sandham et al.,19 are used to prevent any odd-even decou-
pling associated with central schemes. An artificial compres-
sion method �ACM� variant of a standard total variation di-
minishing �TVD� family is used to capture flow
discontinuities. The TVD filter is applied at the end of each
full time step in the form of an additional numerical flux
term

Fj+�1/2� = Rj+�1/2�	 j+�1/2�
 j+�1/2�, �10�

where R is the right eigenvector matrix of the flux Jacobian
from the Euler equations and 	 is defined by the TVD
scheme. 
 is a sensor �Ducros et al.18� which takes low
values where the flow is turbulent and values close to one in
the vicinity of a shock,


 =
�� . V�2

�� . V�2 + �2 + �
, �11�

where V is the velocity vector, � is the vorticity amplitude,
and � is machine zero. More details regarding the entropy-
splitting and other numerical issues used in the present
scheme can be found in Sandham et al.19 The present nu-
merical implementation has been validated for various test
cases including shock impingement and fully turbulent flow
by Krishnan.20

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Computational domain and boundary conditions

The configuration for the simulations is shown in Fig. 1.
All the lengths are normalized with the displacement thick-
ness ��r

*=�in
* � of the laminar inflow profile. The laminar base

flow is obtained by a separate self-similar compressible
boundary layer solution. In the supersonic part of the inflow
all the properties are fixed, while in the subsonic region the
pressure is extrapolated from the interior.

Boundary conditions consist of characteristic-based non-
reflective conditions at the outlet, an integrated characteristic
boundary condition at the top surface and a no-slip, isother-
mal condition at the flat plate surface �Krishnan20�. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the spanwise direction.

The flow domain is discretized using an equally spaced
grid along the streamwise �x� and spanwise �z� directions and
a stretched grid in the wall normal �y� direction. The map-
ping function used for the grid stretching is
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where

� j = Ly
�j − 1�

�Ny − 1�
; j = 1,Ny �13�

Ny is the number of grid points in the wall-normal direction
and Ly is the height of the domain. The stretching parameter
in the present simulations is set to by =5.0.

B. Simulation parameters

Details of the simulation parameters are given in Table I.
The simulations M2S and M4S refer to turbulent spot simu-
lations without shock interaction, while M2SS and M4SS
refer to shock/spot interaction simulations. For the given
flow conditions it was verified that an unperturbed base flow
with a shock-induced separation bubble remains laminar. In
the M2SS case an oblique shock was introduced on the upper
boundary with an incident shock angle of 32.58° such that it
impinges approximately at x=137 at the lower boundary in
the absence of a boundary layer. For this angle, the static
pressure ratio, i.e., the ratio of pressure after the shock re-
flection to pressure before the shock impingement, is p3 / p1

=1.4. In the M4SS case an oblique shock with an incident
shock angle of 17° impinging at a streamwise location
x=206 with a static pressure ratio of p3 / p1=1.99 is consid-
ered. The reduction in the free-stream velocity �u�� after the
shock reflection is about 3% and 2% for the M2SS and
M4SS cases, respectively. First the laminar base flow is al-
lowed to develop along the plate until steady-state conditions
are reached. Then the shock conditions are imposed at the
upper boundary. The solution is advanced until a steady
laminar separation bubble was obtained. The calculations

were performed up to nondimensional times of 7000 and
10000 for the Mach 2 and Mach 4 cases, respectively.

Grid refinement study for the laminar base flows showed
convergence even with fewer grid points �Figs. 3 and 4�. For
the grids shown in Table I, the streamwise and spanwise
resolutions in viscous wall units in the spot cases are found
to be x+ ,z+=7.5−12.5 based on the maximum local mean
friction velocity �u�=��w�du /dy�w /�w, with subscript w de-
noting the wall�. Mean flow properties in the spot core are
found by averaging over 20�z �40. Typically 11 points are
used in the sublayer region �y+�10� and 27 points within
y+=30. These values can be compared with Spalart21 who
performed a DNS of a spatially evolving turbulent boundary
layer with grid resolutions x+=20, z+=7.0. The spanwise
resolution in the M2S case seems to be slightly coarse in
comparison to the spanwise resolution of Spalart.21 This is
also evident from inspection of higher derivatives of flow
variables. In order to assess the influence of the spanwise
grid resolution on the spot growth, a check was performed by
doubling the number of grid points in the spanwise direction
for the M2S case. This fine grid simulation was carried out
up to time t=249 in a computational box of size 400�60
�50 �x ,y ,z� with 801�101�201 �Nx ,Ny ,Nz� grid points.
The results showed no variation in the locations of the spot’s
front, tail and lateral boundaries and the shape �Krishnan20�.
This suggests that the spanwise grid resolution employed for
the M2S case is adequate for these properties.

C. Spot trigger

The spots are triggered upstream of the bubble using a
localized blowing trip. The laminar base flow is perturbed by
a localized injection of low momentum fluid through the
plate surface. A spanwise symmetric rectangular slot of di-
mensions 4�4 �20�x�24,28�z�32� was used. The
blowing trip was applied for a short duration of 8 nondimen-
sional time units ��in

* /u�� by specifying vertical velocity at
the plate surface as

vinj = Au�. �14�

A large amplitude A=0.2 of the disturbance is chosen
�Elder22� such that a spot can be triggered and studied within
the present domain size.

IV. RESULTS

A. Base flow without turbulent spot

The impinging oblique shock introduces a pressure jump
near the impingement location. If the pressure increase
across the shock wave is sufficiently strong then the laminar
boundary layer separates. The impinging oblique shock is
reflected initially as a system of expansion fans and shock
waves, which deflect the flow towards the wall and cause
boundary-layer reattachment and hence a closed separation
bubble is formed. Isodensity contours given in Fig. 2 show
the flow structure for both Mach 2 and Mach 4 cases. Note
that the vertical scale in Fig. 2 has been expanded to show
the bubble clearly; in reality the bubbles are very shallow.
The shock strengths and the impingement locations for the

TABLE I. Simulation details.

Case Mach Re�in
* Tw /T� Lx ,Ly ,Lz Nx ,Ny ,Nz

M2S 2 950 1.672 400�60�60 801�101�121

M2SS 2 950 1.672 250�60�60 501�101�121

M4S and M4SS 4 2000 3.694 450�60�60 801�101�121

FIG. 1. Cartoon illustrating the spot/oblique shock-induced separation
bubble interaction.
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two cases are selected so as to get a bubble length compa-
rable to the length of the turbulent spot at the beginning of
the interaction. The surface skin friction distributions, shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 for the M2SS and M4SS cases, respectively,
show the extent of the separation zone. The minimum skin
friction is observed towards the rear of the bubble. Wall
static pressure distributions are given in Figs. 5 and 6 for the
M2SS and M4SS cases, respectively. The absence of a well
defined pressure plateau suggests a moderate viscous-
inviscid interaction for the present shock strengths and Mach
numbers. Separation bubble parameters are given in Table II.
Length-to-height aspect ratios lb /hb of the separation bubbles
are of the order of 30.

B. Structure of a spot

In the absence of shock interaction the localized distur-
bance evolves into a classical spot structure, as illustrated by
Fig. 7 at time t=249 which shows the isosurfaces of the
second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor

� =
�ui

�xj

�uj

�xi
. �15�

This picture shows an arrowhead shape, with a leading-edge
overhang and a turbulent core. Hairpin structures can be seen
near the leading edge of the spot, reminiscent of the concep-
tual picture of Perry et al.23 Quasistreamwise vortices are
evident at the lateral extremities of the spot �see Sec. V for
an explanation of their origin�.

Contour plots of the streamwise velocity and tempera-
ture at M =2 �integrated across the spot width� relative to the
laminar undisturbed value are shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�,
respectively, to identify the overall structure of the spots. The
excess streamwise velocity region and temperature deficit
near the rear of the spot confirms the presence of a sweeping
process involving an inrush of cold fluid towards the wall, as
in Wygnanski et al.26 Positive temperature perturbations cor-
respond to fluid from the near wall region, while negative
perturbations indicate fluid from the outer region. Maximum
surface heat transfer thus occurs near the rear of the spot. A
velocity deficit and temperature excess near the front of the
spot shows the ejection of hot near wall fluid resulting in the
formation of the front overhang. Entrainment of cold outer
fluid leads to the tongue-like protrusion of the temperature
deficit region below the front overhang. A similar structure
was found at M =4.

C. Spot “tunnelling”

The effect of spot interaction with the shock-induced
separation bubble can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10. In each case
a plan view of the second invariant ��=−0.0008� compares
the spot structure without interaction �the upper figure in
each case� with the spot structure undergoing interaction

FIG. 3. Skin friction distribution along the flat plate surface �M2SS�. Solid
line, 501�101; symbol, 161�121; dashed line, 81�81.

FIG. 4. Skin friction distribution along the flat plate surface �M4SS�. Solid
line, 801�101; symbol, 321�121; dashed line, 161�81.

FIG. 5. Static pressure distribution along the flat plate surface �M2SS�.

FIG. 2. Isodensity contours superimposed with streamline traces showing
the separation bubble, �a� Mach 2 bubble, �b� Mach 4 bubble.
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�lower figure�. At Mach 2 the center of the spot is close to the
reattachment location, while at Mach 4 the wingtip of the
spot is at reattachment. It can be seen that the location of the
leading edge of the spot is not strongly affected by the inter-
action, while the trailing edge is retarded, leading to an in-
crease in spot length. There is proportionately a much larger
lateral spreading of the spot, leading to spots with reduced
length-to-width aspect ratios. Interaction of the oblique
shock and the recirculation zone with the spot substructures
can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12, where the spanwise-coherent
structure is the core of the recirculation region. In compari-
son to the isolated spot structure shown in Fig. 7, the spot
has grown significantly in the spanwise direction, with a
multitude of new flow structures in the expanded spot core.
This growth suggests a strong destabilization of the sur-
rounding laminar boundary layer along the wingtips of the
spot due to the bubble interaction. Large scale streamwise
structures continue to be seen along the rear interface of the
spot. Figure 13 �M4SS at t=417� shows the generation of
streamwise structures behind the spot, as the spot rear inter-
face passes through the reattachment location.

The collapse of the bubble due to the spot passage can
be observed clearly by looking at the zero contour of wall
shear ��du /dy�w=0� at the flat plate surface, shown in Figs.
14 and 15 for M =2 and M =4, respectively. For M =2 the
spot enters the upstream interface of the separation bubble
just before t=139 and leaves just before t=413. Since the
front overhang is located away from the wall, at a height that
is greater than the height of the separation bubble, its inter-
action with the bubble is negligible. The core of the spot
interacts with the bubble at t=194. Shortly afterwards the
core of the spot collapses the bubble by “tunnelling” through
the separation region. At t=255 a complete collapse of the
bubble around the mid span region is seen with almost no
regions of reversed flow. The re-establishment of the bubble
and the upstream interface of the calmed region inside the
bubble can be noticed at t=413. The Mach 4 spot/bubble
interaction shows a similar effect due to spot passage

through the bubble �Fig. 15�. Since the disturbances are con-
tained within the spot and are convecting downstream at the
spot propagation speed, the bubble slowly re-establishes af-
ter the spot passage, as in the Mach 2 interaction case. This
bubble re-establishment can be clearly seen in the wall shear
contour at t=417.

Figure 16 quantifies the variation of the wall shear
within the bubble at various time instants during the spot/
bubble interactions. At any location within the bubble during
the spot passage, the spot front portion arrives first, then the
turbulent spot core and finally the spot “calmed” region,
where disturbances reduce to zero. In the figure, zone A lo-
cates the time range during which the overhang region
traverses the bubble, but the wall shear stress is relatively
unaffected. The following zone B exhibits a strong change in
wall shear and extends until the turbulent core of the spot
passes the laminar reattachment line. Zone C covers the slow
relaxation of the separation bubble, which is still under the
influence of the calmed region behind the spot. In this region
there is a strong inflow of high momentum fluid, which
serves to damp any upstream diffusion of turbulence and

TABLE II. Details of the bubble.

Case lb hb lb /hb �separation
* �reattachment

*

M2SS 80.5 2.35 34.30 1.796 1.867

M4SS 81.0 2.60 31.20 2.426 2.209

FIG. 6. Static pressure distribution along the flat plate surface �M4SS�.

FIG. 7. Isosurface of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor at
t=249; Mach 2 isolated spot without shock impingement ��=−0.0008�.

FIG. 8. Integrated perturbations contours at t=300 �M =2�; dashed con-
tours: negative values, solid: positive values. �a� u�=��u−ul�dz, �b�
T�=��T−Tl�dz. The subscript l refers to the surrounding laminar flow and
the integrals are carried out over local spot width.
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prevent new instabilities in the laminar boundary layer be-
hind the spot. The effect of this sweeping motion �positive
streamwise velocity fluctuation and negative wall-normal ve-
locity fluctuation� is to increase the wall shear stress and
delay the reappearance of separated flow. Such a collapse
and slow recovery of separated regions by turbulent patches
is exploited in turbomachinery applications. For example
Hodson and Howell24 noticed that periodic wakes passing a
separation bubble reduced the profile loss. The reason for
this reduction in the drag can be attributed to the slow recov-
ery from the bubble collapse.

D. Spot celerities and growth rates

Three-dimensional isosurfaces of wall-normal vorticity
with a threshold value of ±0.06 are used to identify the spot
envelope. The propagation speeds of the front and the rear
interfaces of the spot and the lateral spreading rates are ob-
tained by tracking the boundaries of the spots at various time
instants during their evolution. Estimated spot celerities are
presented in Table III. The lateral half-spreading angle ob-
tained for the M2S and the M4S cases without the bubble
interaction are in agreement with the data of Fischer.12 The

FIG. 9. Isosurface of the second in-
variant of the velocity gradient tensor
��=−0.0008� comparing the spot
growth without and with shock inter-
action at Mach 2. Top figure, no
shock, t=249; bottom figure, with
shock interaction, t=255, S is the
separation location, and R is the reat-
tachment location.

FIG. 10. Isosurface of the second in-
variant of the velocity gradient tensor
��=−0.0008� comparing the spot
growth without and with shock inter-
action at Mach 4. Top figure, no
shock, t=310; bottom figure, with
shock interaction, t=330, S is the
separation location, and R is the reat-
tachment location.
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front convection speeds of spots in the M2SS and M4SS
cases are 0.86 in both cases, compared to a front convection
speed of 0.87 in both the isolated spot cases. This confirms
the fact that the front overhang, which is away from the wall,
plays no significant role in the bubble interaction process.
The calculated rear convection speeds for the M2SS and
M4SS cases are 0.42 and 0.45, respectively. This reduction
in the tail convective speed of the spots in comparison with
the isolated spots �0.53 and 0.59, respectively� is an indica-
tion of the interaction with the slow-moving fluid near the
surface under the separation bubble.

While tunnelling through the bubble the spots show en-
hanced growth in the lateral direction, shown in Figs. 17 and

18 for M =2 and M =4, respectively. The spot growth is not
self-similar in the interaction region. The lines shown in
Figs. 17 and 18 and the numbers in Table III indicate the spot
growth trends in the interaction zone. The lateral half-

FIG. 11. Spot substructures at t=255; Mach 2 spot/bubble interaction
��=−0.0008�.

FIG. 12. Spot substructures at t=330; Mach 4 spot/bubble interaction ��
=−0.0008�.

FIG. 13. Spot substructures at t=417 showing the streamwise structures
near the rear interface; Mach 4 spot/bubble interaction ��=−0.0008�.

FIG. 14. Zero contour of the wall shear; �du /dy�w=0 demonstrating the
tunnelling of the bubble due to the spot passage �M2SS�. �a� t=194, �b�
t=255, �c� t=350, �d� t=413.
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spreading angle for the M2SS case is about 18.5° while for
the M4SS case it is around 11°, both of which are signifi-
cantly higher �by a factor of 3–4� than without the interaction
�see Table III�.

The observed variations in the spot celerities due to the
spot/bubble interactions are consistent with the experimental
results in a low-speed adverse pressure gradient flow re-
ported by Seifert and Wygnanski.7 They observed the lateral
half-spreading angle to increase from 10° to 21° for a strong
adverse pressure gradient relative to zero pressure gradient

flows. They also observed a reduction in the trailing edge
propagation speed of the spot with increasing adverse pres-
sure gradient.

V. LATERAL SPREADING MECHANISM

The present simulations have shown a strong depen-
dence of spot growth rate on Mach number and on pressure
gradient in the context of a shock interaction. In this section
we develop a physical mechanism of spot growth via lateral
shear-layer instability into an empirical model that can pre-
dict the overall effects of pressure gradient and Mach num-
ber on spot lateral growth rate.

To understand the mechanism of spot growth it is useful
to consider what would happen to a localized patch of turbu-
lent fluid, extending throughout the boundary layer and sur-
rounded by laminar fluid �Fig. 19�a��. By convection, struc-
tures towards the outer edge of the boundary layer will move
faster and form the leading edge of the spot, including a
leading-edge overhang, while the near-wall structures will
convect slowly and form the rear of the spot. Turbulent struc-
tures at the edge of the boundary layer convect at speeds just
below the freestream velocity, while typical self-sustaining
structures near the wall occur in the buffer layer, where local
mean velocities may be 50% of the freestream. Thus the
leading and trailing edges will move apart as the whole tur-
bulent patch moves downstream, with the interior being
filled in with new turbulent structures.

The argument can be taken further by considering typi-
cal laminar and turbulent boundary-layer profiles, as shown
in Fig. 19�b�. Due to the higher friction for turbulent flow
there is an extended region where the local streamwise ve-
locity in a turbulent region is higher than in the surrounding

FIG. 17. Lateral spreading of the spot �Mach 2 flow�; triangle, spot/bubble
interaction; square, isolated spot.

FIG. 15. Zero contour of the wall shear; �du /dy�w=0 demonstrating the
tunnelling of the bubble due to the spot passage �M4SS�. �a� t=256, �b�
t=300, �c� t=330, �d� t=417.

FIG. 16. Temporal evolution of wall-shear �du /dy�w within the bubble dur-
ing the spot passage. �A� Interaction of spot front; �B� interaction of spot
core; �C� interaction of the calmed region.

TABLE III. Front and rear convection speeds and lateral spreading rate of
spot-alone �M2S and M4S� and spot/shock interaction �M2SS and M4SS�
simulations. Note that for spot/shock interaction cases these values change
during the interaction; the numbers given here are representative values to
indicate trends.

Case ufront utail Half-spreading angle

M2S 0.87 0.53 5.0°

M2SS 0.86 0.42 18.5°

M4S 0.87 0.59 4.0°

M4SS 0.86 0.45 11.0°
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laminar boundary layer. At the rear of the turbulent patch
near the wall there must therefore be a strong �u /�x at the
interface between the laminar and turbulent regions. By con-
tinuity �neglecting small spanwise variations in w which will
scale with overall spot dimensions, rather than the interface�
this must be associated with a negative �v /�y and hence an
inrush of fluid, carrying high momentum laminar fluid to-
wards the wall. The resulting laminar profiles are fuller and
more stable than the surrounding boundary layer, hence the
terminology of “calmed” region. Given that the stabilizing
effect is likely to be stronger behind the central spot region
than the lateral wingtips �where the turbulent flow is less
well established�, the rear crescent shape of turbulent spots
can be understood. The observed spanwise velocity gradient
�w /�z in spots is positive only near the wingtip region
�where spot fluid is ejected in the spanwise direction out of
the spot� and so tends to reinforce the effect of �u /�x in
forming the calmed region behind the central spot region.

Next we consider lateral spreading of the spot, as
sketched in Fig. 20. The velocity profile u�z� is shown within
the near-wall region where the mean turbulent flow velocity
is significantly higher than the surrounding laminar flow. We
suppose that the lateral spreading of the spot is driven by the
inflectional instability of such profiles and that the presence
of the mean shear �u /�y plays an important secondary role.
The inflectional instability will tend to develop vertical vor-
ticity and the mean shear will tilt it to give longitudinal vor-
tices, as sketched in Fig. 21. Such vortices are oriented to lift
up laminar fluid outside the spot and give local inflection
points in u�y� profiles. Such profiles will rapidly break down
to turbulence and the process can begin again. This basic
mechanism is consistent with the existence of a velocity de-
fect region near the wingtip of the spot �Wygnanski et al.5

and Makita and Nishizawa27�. Furthermore, Seifert et al.25 in

their simultaneous measurements of two velocity compo-
nents in the turbulent spot observed the existence of negative
velocity defect near the wingtips which possesses inflectional
velocity profiles and Krishnan and Sandham28 noticed a
stronger upwash near the interacting wingtips during the
merging of laterally displaced spots. The latter study also
showed the birth of new structures due to the breakdown of
the inflectional velocity profiles associated with the velocity
defect region.

This mechanism is also consistent with an idea of
Liepmann,29 who proposed that the lateral contamination
could be considered as a mixing process rather than diffu-
sion, and noted a correspondence between lateral turbulence
growth rates and the spreading angles of free jets �mixing
layers�. From the boundary layer profiles shown in Fig. 19�b�
we see that at some wall-normal location ym there will be a
maximum velocity difference

um = max�ut�y� − ul�y�� �16�

where ut�y� is the velocity of the turbulent flow inside the
spot �assumed to be fully developed� and ul�y� is the velocity
of the surrounding laminar flow. We can write the growth
rate of spot half-width b as

db

dx
= f�M�

um

ut�ym� + ul�ym�
, �17�

where f�M� is an empirical function. We do not suppose that
the function f�M� is the same as the corresponding function
for plane mixing layers, since the presence of a strong �u /�y
will have a modifying effect, so far unstudied by experiment
or simulation.

FIG. 18. Lateral spreading of the spot �Mach 4 flow�; triangle, spot/bubble
interaction; square, isolated spot.

FIG. 19. Schematic of a localized turbulent patch and the associated laminar
and turbulent velocity profiles.

FIG. 20. Schematic illustration of the lateral shear near the wingtips.

FIG. 21. Schematic of the proposed lateral destabilizing mechanism of the
spot.
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To identify the parameters that control the growth rate,
we quantify some of the main features. Figures 22 and 23
show the velocity difference ut�y�−ul�y� between the turbu-
lent flow inside the spot and the surrounding laminar flow for
the present spots. The span-averaged velocity field within the
turbulent spot was taken as ut. The M2SS and the M4SS
cases shows a higher velocity difference than the correspond-
ing isolated spot cases �M2S and M4S�. The estimated values
of the velocity ratio um / �ut�ym�+ul�ym�� for the M2S and
M2SS cases are 0.28 and 0.72, respectively. For the M4S and
M4SS cases the velocity ratios are 0.32 and 0.67. This indi-
cates a stronger lateral shear and an increase in the spot
spreading rate by a factor of 2.6 �M2SS� and 2.1 �M4SS� due
to spot/bubble interactions. These factors are lower than the
observed increase in the spot growth rate shown in Table III,
suggesting that the spanwise velocity component induced by
the structures near the wingtip region also contributes to an

increase in the spot spreading rate �Seifert et al.25�.
The proposed mechanism based on lateral shear qualita-

tively explains variation in spot spreading rate in a variety of
flows as follows:

�i� In flows with pressure gradient the laminar profile is
more sensitive than the turbulent profile. With favor-
able pressure gradient the laminar velocity profile is
fuller leading to a reduced um. Hence the growth rate
of the spot is reduced, consistent with Katz et al.10

�ii� In an adverse pressure gradient flow, following the
same argument, u increases due to the deceleration
of the laminar base flow and an enhanced spot spread-
ing can be obtained, consistent with Seifert and
Wygnanski.7

�iii� In the experiments of Zilberman et al.,30 spot growth

FIG. 22. Velocity difference ut−ul �not to scale�. �a� M2S case at t=391, �b�
M2SS case at t=234. FIG. 23. Velocity difference ut−ul �not to scale�. �a� M4S case at t=390, �b�

M4SS case at t=300.
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was reduced during spot merging into a full-turbulent
boundary layer downstream. In this case the surround-
ing fluid ul�y� changes to turbulent and um reduces,
ultimately to zero, leaving normal turbulent diffusion,
rather than enhanced lateral growth as the main mecha-
nism.

�iv� In high speed flows, the compressibility effects �f�M��
accounts for the stabilization of the spot breakdown
�Narasimha4�. Further detailed spot studies at different
Mach numbers will be useful to quantify the compress-
ibility effect, as the function f�M� appears to be quan-
titatively different to that seen in free shear layers.

VI. SUMMARY

The present DNS study has demonstrated the complex
dynamics of turbulent spot/separation bubble interactions in
a compressible wall-bounded flow. The spot core plays an
active role in collapsing the bubble, while the spot overhang
remains passive. The interaction of a turbulent spot with a
shock-induced separation bubble considerably enhances the
spot spreading. This is expected to play a major role in ac-
celerating the transition process in high-speed flows with
strong compressibility effects. The spot/bubble interaction is
also found to amplify streamwise vortices at the rear of the
spot as it passes the reattachment region of the bubble. The
present study also confirms that the laminar flow separation
in adverse pressure gradient flows can be prevented by trig-
gering transitional/turbulent spots in the flow. A destabilizing
mechanism associated with the spot spreading in the lateral
direction is obtained from the present DNS results. This
mechanism, based on the lateral shear layer instability, quali-
tatively explains the spot dynamics in a variety of flows.
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